
Fill 'eru ... on shale oil? 
Synfue ls have become unfashionable . A decade ago, 
scie ntists were enthusiastically predicting we'd be running 
our vehicles on synthetic liquid fue ls made from coal, o il 
shale, natu ral gas, and biomass. Today. with low prices 
for abundant crude, those predictions have faded into the 
background. 
But they're nght. of course. lt's just that 
the time frame ha> shifted 10 years or so 
into the future. 

Australia is already suffering a decline in 
it> self-Mafficiency in crude oil. 

In 1984, we got JUSt about all the oil we 
needed from our own sources. Now the 
self-sufficiency figure is about 90%. and 
falling. 'Energy 2000', the government's 
recent nataonal energy policy paper, pre
dicts that b) the year 2000 only 3~52% of 
our petroleum supplies will originate 
locally 

Each percentage point drop in self
sufficiency translates to 2 million extra 
barrels of crude that need to be import
ed. at an unnual cost at present prices or 
about $40 mil lton. By the turn of the 

century imports may run into hundreds of 
milhon> of barrels a year. costing billions 
of dollars. 

Retorting triab at the Division or Fuel 
Technology. 

rootang that big import bill \o,illad\CI"CI) 
affect the nation's balance of pa)mcnt~. 
and a •mallcr domestic suppl) \\Ill reduce 
go'<:rnmcnt royalties and lo\\er economic 
activuy m prod uction area\ (partacularl) 111 

Victoria) . Barring further di\covcrie,, the 
gap between local production nnd needs 
wall continue to widen. 

Yet. Australia has abundant depo;its of 
coal. oil shale. and natural gas. At current 
rates of consumption. our known rc>cl'\c> 
of coal will last more than 2000 years. and 
known natural gal> rcscn·oar' wall keep u' 
'upplied for more than a cen tur) Oal \h.ale 
deposits in eastern Queensland alone con
wan 28 000 million barrel~ of oil - about 
15 lime~ our currently reco•crablc petrol
cum reserves. 

Can altemative fuels bridge the widening 
gnp between supply and demand for oal'l A 
small p:ut of the breach can be filled by 
substi tuting natural gas und liquefied 
petroleum gas in some cases, hut hquid fuel 
is what our transport system craves. Altcr
natavc hquad fuels could indeed meet all 
our need~ af - and thb still remain\ the big 
quest ion mark- the cost could be reduced 

When Arabian crude oil can be pumped 
from the ground for Sl-2 per barrel. there's 
no way that synthetic oil can compete. 
However. a market price for crude of $20 
per barrel is not far short of a level where 
synthetic <~ltcrnati ves begin to look nttrac

tivc. 
Research over the past decade has led to 

amproved production cfficacncacs, virtually 
hal\'ang the projected cost of synthetics. 
Exxon now believes it can produce oal from 
coal and oil shale for about SUS10 per 
barrel, and Southern Pacific Petroleum 
calculates that it can achieve a commcrciall) 
acceptable ret urn from mining richer por
tions of the Stuart oil-shale deposit in 
Queensland and selling the oil for SUS28 
p<.:r barrel. 

Mining oil shnle at Condor, Qld, ror 
retorting tests . 



The Taciuk retort - coming soon 

Dgn• now 
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How to turn natural gas into a liquid 

Chemically converting natural gas - of 
which methane IS the major component
!() larger hydrocarbon molecules that arc 
liquid ut normal temperatures would pro
vide a valuable new source of liquid 
r:ranspon fuels. 

At the moment, a $1000 million gas-to
gasoline plant in New Zealand is the only 
one of this kind. The 14 5QO..barrels-pcr
day plant converts natural gas first to 
synthesis gas (a mixture of carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen) by steam reform
ing and then to methanol , and finally uses 
catalytic reactions to transform methanol 
to petrol. 

The only alternative process is the classic 
Fischer- Tr()psch synthesis (see the 
box on page 18). which also requires 
synthesis gas as the intermediate. It's 

6y reacting it with oxygen in a reactor (iiJed 
with a Ouidised bed or aaCalyst, methane 
can be turned direetly into ethylene (C2JI4) 

and other liquid-fu el building blocks. 

Direct oxidative coupling at work 
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unlikely th<H plants based on either of these 
processes wouJd be built here because they 
are very expensive - due mainly tO the 
steam reforming step, which contributes at 
least half to the total CO>t of liquid-fuel 
production. Moreover. steam reforming is 
inefficient in energy terms, requiring a 
large heat input. Can we avo1d it? 

A new possibility has created world-wide 
interest . lt involves passing a mixture of 
natural gas and oxygen over cenain 
cata lysts, leading directly to the formation 
of ethane and ethylene - the latter being 
a b<~sic chemical building block from which 
a range of liquid hydrocarbons can be 
created. 

In one of C:StRo's largest current projects 
($1·5 million for 1987/88). saicntists from 
the Divisions of Fuel Technology, Coal 
Technology, and Materials Science and 
Technology have taken up the challenge of 
taking it towards commercial feasibility. 
They arc working with researchers from 
BHP's Melbourne Research Laborntory 
and from universities. Backing from 
NERDDP and the Lndustry Research and 
Development Board assists the enterprise. 

Researchers at the Division of Materials 
Science and Te~huology are involved m 

preparation of the catalysts, and those at 
the Division of Fuel Technology are inves
tigating catalyst performance. At the Divi
sion of Coal Technology, work is focused 
on catalyst formulation and development 
of suitable reactors. 

Encouraging results have spurred on the 
work. Using catalysts suspended in a small 
fluidised-bed reactor , Mr Jim Edwards and 
Mr Ralph Tylcr, at the Division of Coal 
Technology. have obtained methane con
versions in excess of 20%. More than 60% 
of the product takes the forrn of higher 
hydrocarbons. 

Soutbem Pacific Petroleum has plans to 
build a demonstration plant to operate on 
Stuart oil shale. The horizontal rotating 
ldln of the Taciuk process wouJd produce 
thousands of barrels of shale nil daily. 

But cost is not the only factor at work. 
To ensure continuity of supply, we need to 
be ready to switch to alternatives if oil 
prices suffer another sudden incre<~se, or 
access to Middle East supplies is disrupted. 

We can 't just import the requi red 
technology. either, since our coals and oil 
shales have individual characteristics that 
need to be taken into account. In the case 
of oil shale . for example . Queensland types 
are generally softer, wetter, and less rich 

Current research is directed towards 
improving the yield of hydrocarbons, and 
minimising the pCQduction of undesirable 
carbon o.xidcs. Finding beller e<~talysts und 
optimising reaction conditions seem to be 
the keys. 

Conversion of all the methane in a single 
pass is unlikely, and it will be necessary to 
recycle the unconverted methane to the 
re<~Ctor after removal of the products. Pure 
oxygen (rather than air) must be used to 
avoid diluting the methane with nitrogen. 

Since some oxides of carbon will inevit
ably form. the combined reactions give out 
lots of heat. With its excellent mixing 
characteristics, the Ouidised-bed reactor is 
ideally suited to cope with this problem. 11 
keeps temperatures constant and ensures 
that methane and oxygen mixture.~. poten
tially explosive, always operate safely inside 
their elCplosive limits. 

As the next step in the undertaking, Mr 
Edwards and Mr Tylcr have recently built 
a larger fluidised-bed reactor 60 mm in 
diameter. 

By their calcu lations. a commercial reac
tor some metres in diameter and carrying 
LOO tonnes of suspended catalyst could 
produce 770 tonnes of hydrocarbons a day 
- an attractive goal. Those hydrocarbons 
should be readily convertible to 6000 
barrels of liquid fuels. 

The production of liquid fuels via the 
catalytic ox.idativc coupling of methane. 
J.H. Edwards and R.J. Tylcr. Jn 
'Methane Conversion', cd. D.M. Sibby 
e1 al. (Eisevicc Science Publishers 
B.V.: Amsterdam 1988.) 

T he oxidative coupling of methane in a 
fluidised-bed reactor. J . H Edwards and 
R.J. Tylcr. Calalysis Today, 1988 (in 
press). 



than much-~tudied American ont:~. ;and 
their mineral compmit1on~ also dlJ'fer. 

And. "nee dcvc:lupmg a commercial 
plant ma) take 10 years or more. \\C need 
to get invol\'ed in the practicalitie~ no" 1f 
we want to he m a po>1t10n to produce 
'>ynfucl' 111 large quanlltie• by the time our 
u1l reserves run out. 

A' port of 1h p1eparations for future 
shortages, Japan has spent S500 million to 
initiate Austr;tliu':. ftrst oil-from-coal plant 
m Victoria'' Latrobe Valley. Set up as a 

collaborative effort of Japan's New Energ) 
Development Orgam:.at1un and the Victor
ian .1nd Au\tr;th.m go,c:mmen"· the 151l
barrels-a-day hydro-liquefaction plant 
began produong hqmd fueb from brown 
coal in April last year. The plant first dries 
and pulvcn..c\ the coal, then uses solvent' 
and hydrogc:n under prc:ssure to turn it into 
a liquid. Further processing removes the 
ash. and additional hydrogenation up
grades the liquid to n refinery-grade feed. 

Oil ' hale to sh ale oil 

Alw with an eye to the future, the oil shulc 
compan1c; Southern Pacific Petroleum <~nd 
Ccntrul Pnc1f1c Mmcmls announced earlier 
th" }C<~r th.u thc) are planning to build a 
scmt-commcrcial demonstration plant. 
co>tlng up to $30 m1llion, near GladstOnc, 
Old. 1t \\Ould u<;c the Canad1an raouk 
proce;s- a smglc honzontal rotating kiln 
- to daily turn 20(Xl-IO 000 tonne' of 
Stuurt oil shale into 1600-ROOO barrel• of 
high-quahty ~hale tul. 

The companies' Interest follows col
labonuivc research wilh the CStRO Division 
of Fuel 1cchnolog} and tesung of Stuart 
oil ~hale in a Taciuk pilot plant in Canada 

f'or the last S years. the companies have 
beavll) ~upportcd CStRO research into 
recovery of oil from ,bale. Earlier this year. 
the Di'i'ion of Fuel Technology received 
3 grant or $610 000 for additional od-shale 
work over the next 2 yean. - the major 
portion from the government's National 

Queensland ha.~ a lot of oil shale. 

The oil ~hulc S tate 
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Energy Research Development and 
Demonstration Program (NERDDP). and 
the rest from the companies. 

Indeed. NERDDP has this year provided 
$1·5 million for synfuel~ rc~carch. rhc 
money IS split between CStRO and corporate 
rc\carch teams at BHP. Esso. and Southern 
Pacific Petroleum. CSR was in the field. 
hut dropped out last year. although I!~ 

lca'c' on thc huge Juha Creek oll-,halc: 
depo>ll rcmam in force. 

The lmc~t grant will allow Cl!IKO to 
expand knowledge of oil-shale retorting. 1t 
wi ll butld on the pioneering work done over 
previous years when characterisation of oil· 
shale properties was the ma in considera
tion . 

Dr Oreg Duffy , the h:adcr of the CSIRO 
otl-shale research team. says the main aim 
now IS to mvestigate ho" shale from the 
Stuan and Condor deposits 1n Queensland 
(two ~lf the large>t and richest in Au~traha) 
can he processed into oil usmg one mtcg
rated plant. The challenge is to optimisc 
the plant dcstgn so that production CO!ol'

arc reduced to an absolute minimum. 
111ere's no doubt in Ius mind that oil from 
shale will prove to be the cheapest alterna
tive liquid fuel, aud hence that it wi ll be 

dCf'<hll cslimared ,l\.Cr,IJ.!~ 
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Mining and retorting oil shale at Torbane, 
N.S.W., in 1880. 

the first alternative to begin commercial 
produCtiOn 111 Australia . 

Thi' article loolc. at current oll-,halc 
research in CSIKO. Accompanyin!l boxes 
give outlines of other approachc~ to pwduc
m~ hqmd fuels thilt an: currcntl\ under 
mvestigation: they ma)' be 'dark ho~cs'. 
hut 1f one or other manages to clear that 
lingering price hurdle "e mav finally he 
home and ho~ed so far as our hqu1d·fucl 
rcqLurements are concerned. 

Briefly, these techniques involve: 

C> reacting na tural gas (mainly methane) 
with oxygen under condit1on~ where 
liquid fuel precu~ors (like ethylene) 
are formed d1rectly - thts novel 
approach bypasses the prchmmarv 
step of making ·synthesis gas' (c;~rbon 
monoxide and h)drogen) b) rc:1ctmg 
the methane: with !>learn- and :.a cut\ 
costs 

[> !olmplifymg the F1schcr Trop~ch pro 
cess of converting coal into liquid fuel 
(whtch goes by a synthe!ol!o go' 10utc) 
by radically modifying reaction condi
tions and using natura l gas instead ot 
coa l as the starting point -a '\IUrf)'· 
phase· reactor and a throw-away 

C> 

catalyst arc promising opuon\ 

rapidly heating fine coal to dnvt: tiff 
tar (a crude hquid fuel); i!lthough 
<.::.tRo's research tnto th1~ ·nash 
pyrolysis' process has ceased. 111 ~me 

major respects it show, considcrahle 
advantages and shouldn't be over
looked 

The rock !hat burns 

A ustralia's deposits of oil sh;1 lc have 
considerably more energy locked away 

&01 ~ll. ~umm<r 19!!M!'I 17 



The North-west Shelf ha.~ a lot of natu ral 
gas-but it would need a long pipeline to 
get it to the eas1 coast . Now, if we could 
convert it to a liquid fuel ... 

than our depositS of petroleum and natural 
gas combined, although not as much as our 
coal reserves (see the table on page 21). 

Four coumrics are each currently mining 
at least a million tonnes of oil shale per 
year - Brazil , China, the United Smtes. 
and Russia. With progress in developing 
the Stuan deposit , Australia seems likely 
tO be next on the list. 

Ln 1802. two visiting French scientists 
exploring the Blue Mountains of New 
South Wales found 'considerable masses of 
a bituminous schist which bums with a very 
live ly flame. giving off thick smoke and an 
extremely pronounced odour of bitumen' . 

Early pioneers soon discovered that oil 
extracted from the rock wa~ good for 
fuelling kerosene lamps, and the Australian 
oil-shale industry , perhaps our first second
ary industry. began. 

In the 1860s, primitive underground 
mining procedures were used 10 recover oil 
shale from rich deposits around Sydney. 
Recovering oil this way was environment
ally damaging and relied on simple in
efficient retorts. 

Nevertheless, the oil produced was an 
important commodjty. used for lightjng. 
heating, and cooking. Shale-oi l production, 
although small in scale, employed one in 
every 1000 Australians in 1880. 

Any future Australian shale-oi l scheme 
will almost certainly be located on the very 
much larger , but less rich, Queensland 
shale deposits. 1t will have to be exceedingly 
large. and much more efficient and more 
environmenta lly acceptable than the old 
industry was. 

The favoured oil shale from the Kerosene 
Creek portion of the Stuart deposit returns 
about 200 litres of oil per tonne of dry shale 
- and the whole deposit averages less than 
half this amount . Therefore , lots of sha.le 
will need to be mined - by open-cut 

Fischer-Tropsch not forgotten 

In 1923, Doctors Fischer and Tropsch 
discovered a new way to turn coal into oil. 
11tey gasified coal by reacting it with steam 
;md. in a second swge, condensed the 
resulting synthesis gas (a mixture of carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen) into a cocktail of 
liquids by pressure-cooking it with a 

caut.lyst . 
Although Ftscher-Tropsch synthesis has 

drawbacks- two stages aren't as desirable 
as one, and catalyst poisoning is a problem 
- the South African SASOL version of it 
was the only commercial-scale synfuels 
plant in the world until the New Zealand 
gas-to-gasoline plant came along. SASOL 
produces more than 60% of South Africa's 
liqwd fuel requirements from low-grade 
coal, using Fischer-Tropscb synthesis. 

The same process can be used, of course, 
on the synthesis gas produced by steam 
reforming of natural gas. Or Alf Ekstrom 
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and Or Alan ChaiTee. of the Division of 
Fuel Technology, are investigating the 
potcntjal for improving Fisehcr-Tropscb 
synthesis using natural gas as the starting 
point. Indeed. SASOL bas also recently 
announced construction of such a plant. 

1lte CSIRO program is based on the use 
of a slurry-phase reactor. I n this system, 
the catalyst, in finely divided form, is 
suspended in a stirred hot-wax medium (up 
till now. fixed- and fluidised-bed reactors 
have been the norm). The fine size gives 
rapid reaction. and the stirred liquid wax 
provides excellent temperature uniformity. 
despite large amounts of heat released in 
the reactions. 

A new cheap catalyst showing exception
ally high activity has recently been 
developed, and it favours fonnarion of the 
sorts of liquids - gaso.line, kerosene, and 
distillate - that refiners find attractive. 

A n exp er im e nt.nl rig used by CStRO 
scientists to study the pyrolysis of oil shale. 

methods - to make economic quantities 
of oil. 111e shale wiH be heated in huge 
automatic retorts to turn the kerogen 
bound in the rock into ao oily vapour that 
will condense into the wanted oil. Later, 
refineries will convert the oil into petrol, 
diesel, aviation fuel , and the like. 

The likely scale of a commercial under
taking is vast. To provide Australia's 
present ljquid fuel needs , about I million 
tonnes of oil sha le would have to be mined 
and processed each day. Like any complex 
synfuel plant , the enterprise would also 
have big requirements for money. Mr Jim 
Edwards of the CSIRO Division of Coal 
Technology has carried out economic 
assessments of possible synfuel plants. 
Although the costing relates to the situation 
a decade ago, many of the evaluations are 
still apt. 

For example, be finds that the final 
capital and operating costs of deriving oil 

The Flsche r-Tropsch process Is used bt 
South Arrica and the MobiJ MTG process 
in New Zealllnd . Direct oxidalive coupling, 
under investigation by CSIRO , avoids the 
costly synthesis gas s1ep. 

Liquid fuels from methane 
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from coal ore obout the same as those 
involved with shale, despite contrasts in the 

budget details . The expense of retorting oil 
shale greatly exceeds that of processing 
coal because, for a given oil output. about 
three times as much shale needs to be 
processed. This is n direct result o{ shale's 
high level of inorganic~ (about 85%) 
compured with coal's 40% (as mined) or 
20% (washed). 

The balancing factor is o il quality. The 
primary liquid produced by shale retorting 
has a con~ider:tbly higher hydrogen content 
than tar produced by coal pyrolysis (the 
corresponding H :C ratios are about 1·7:1 
and 1·1 : 1). And shale oil has lower levels 
of bothersome oxygen. nitrogen. and sulfur 
than coal tar (perhaps 4% compared with 
12% ). 

Geologists, chemists, engineers ... 

The CSIKO's oil shale research began with 
basic work on the geology and definition 
of the resource by Or John Saxby and his 
colleagues at the CSIRO Division of Coal 
Technology (sec Ecos 27). Later work at 
the Division of Fuel Technology has 
involved characterisation of oil shales and 
the oils derived from them. More recently, 
the work in the latter Division has shifted 

to research aimed at a better understanding 
of the retorting process and how different 
reactor configurations pcr{orrn . Brief 

descriptions of some key aspects of this 
Division's research follow. 

CHEMISTRY Of AUSTRALIAN OIL SHAI..ES 

Kerogen is the stuff in shale from which 
shale oil is derived . 11 is the residue of algae 
that lived in shallow lakes millions of years 
ago (most Queensland deposits are of 
Teniary age - about 50 miluon years old 
- whereas the Julia Creek deposit dates 
from the Cretaceous, about 100 million 
years ago). 

Since kerogen is mixed with many miner
als, the chemical reactions involved with its 

extraction arc far from simple. Most of the 
major minerals, such as clays. carbonates, 
and iron-containing compounds. can 
undergo dehydration, dehydroxylation, 
decomposition. or oxidation during drying, 
retorting, and combustion. Retoning at 
450-SSO"C can induce high-temperature 
reactions that can affect the economics of 
the various processing stages (through 
absorbing or releasing beat) and can also 
give rise to air and water pollution. 

Mineralogical studies or Ruodle , Stuan. 
Condor. Nagoorin, Duaringa, and Low
mead oil shales by Or John Patterson and 
his col leagues have so far uncovered no 
major impediment to successful retorting. 

The unassuming beginning of o huge 
enterprise? The Rundle oil shale deposit . 

Titc main problem is iron pyrite, present 
in some oil shales, which decomposelo 
during rctoning to produce undesirable 
gaseous sulfur compounds. 

TRACr rt f-MFNTS IN OIL SHAI J' 

Metals such as vanadium. selenium. nickel. 
and arsen ic are present in Austntliun oil 

shales. and these can be mobilised during 
retoning. Arsenic and selenium, in particu
lar , can pose problems in treatment and 
dosposal of reton water. Vanadium. nickel. 
and arsenic can poison catalysts used 111 

refining the oil. 
Using results from neutron acuvat1on 

analy~is and inductively coupled atom1c 
emission spectromctry, Or Pancrson has 
found that, generally, Australian shales do 
not con1ain 1roublcsome concentration~ or 
these elements. A notable exception is 
Julia Creek o il sha le, which contains, 
among o ther trace elements. high levels of 
vanadium. 

Or Chris F'ookcs, also of the Oivi•ion. 
has used nuclear magnetic resonance to 
demonstrate that much of the vanadium is 
associated with porphyrins - o f which 
chlorophyll from plants and algae is the 
precursor. Apparently. the chlorophyll 
s tructure has a vacancy just right for the 
vanadium (and also nickel) atoms to fit into. 

f'LUIDISF.O·DED PROCESSING 

Or Nguyen Dung and his Divisional col
leagues have studied the retorting charac
teristics or eight Australian oi l shales, using 
a bench-scale Ouidised-bed reactor 48 mm 
in diameter. Their aim was to minimise 
cracking and coking of the shale oil. Both 
these reactions can reduce the yield of oil 
from 1he re10ning process (in cracking, the 
oil molecules are broken down to smaller, 
gaseous, ones; in coking, they arc reduced 

tO a solid ca rbon). 
Or Dung's experiments have shown that 

oil shales with hydrocarbons high in hydro
gen (high H :C ra1io) are best for retorting. 

They produce the largest yields of o tl . and 
that oil retains a good H :C ratio. beneficial 
in refining. 

Adding steam to the reton gave mixed 

results. With most shales, it increased 
yields by about 15% (one showed a 33% 
increase), but the drawbacks were a lower 
II :C ratio. a higher sulfur content, and 
hrovio>r-grade oils. 

When hot shale ash was fed to the retort 
(as a heat source), it promoted coking of 
the oil, so yields were reduced . A similar 
result was observed by Or Duffy and 
colleagues with their 150 mm-diameter 
continuous pyrolyser. 

This is unfortunate, because mo~t retort
ing processes call for the mixing of hot ash 
and fresh shale as the way of extracung the 
ash's heat. Be that as it may, there does 
seem to be an inescapable trade-off bet 
ween thermal efficiency and oil yield . At a 
typical ash:shalc ratio of 2:1, yields were 
down 20-30% for Condor and Stuan 
shales . 

Or Dung and Or Ou(fy understand their 
resulls to mean that high-boiling-poin t o ils 
are adsorbed onto shale ash, where they 
undergo coking to produce ga~ and a 
non-volatile residue. mostly carbon. This 
would explain why yields of naphtha 
(boiling point less than ns•q and kerosene 
(175-240"C) were less <lffectcd by the 
presence of ash, whereas yields of diesel 
(240-340"C) and light and heavy gM oil 
(above 340"C) decreased as ash levels in 

the retort rose. 
Or Dung has devised a new concept for 

a retort in which oil shale is rapid ly heated 

in the absence of shale ash. The advantages 
of his concept are a small retort volume, 
minimal dilution of the product gas, and no 
oil loss due to the presence of shale ash. 

Moreover . liule oil is lost through therrnal 
cracking. and the process i~ self-suffictent 
in energy and requires only a simple oil 

condensation system. 
n.e diagram on page 20 shows how it 

works . Spent shale, burning in a Ouidised
bcd combustor, provides the heat. Fresh 
o il-shale panicles arc rapid ly heated by 
being blown through a network of horizon
tal pipes criss-crossing the burning bed. 

Or Dung has simulated the system in a 
mathematical model. and it appears to 
work well . He hopes to conduct experi
ments to verify the apparent advantages of 
the system. He is optimistic that the new 
approach could provide a major cost 

reduction in extracting oil from shale. 

UPGRADING SHALE OILS 

Or Fookcs and his colleagues have analysed 
o ils from most Australian oi l-shale depositS 
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Oil, quick as a flash! 

Owners of solid-fuel stoves are familiar 
with tar. rhc Sticky liquid, driven from the 
fuel by heat, condenses on the inside of the 
chimney. 

But that tar is a (crude) liquid fuel. And 
for at least 200 years. tar und light oi l 
produced as a by-product of cok.: produc
tion (in which coal is pyrolyscd) have been 
used as fuels and ch~:mica l (ccdstocks. 

In 1985. CStRO completed an 11-year 
project to investigate the feasibility of 
making liquid transport fuels by flash 
pyrolysis. Unlike slow retorting processes. 
this scheme involved rapid decomposition 
of fine coal into gas, tar, and char by 
injecting it into a fluidised bed of hot sand. 
('Flash', in this context , means less than a 
second.) In thjs way, and with rapid 
quenching of the vohttile material, the yield 
or tar could be maximised. 

Descriptions of the early phases of this 
work, undertaken by n team at the Division 
of Coal Technology led by Mr fan Smi th, 
arc given in Ecos 5 (1975) and Ecos 16 
( 1978). Here, we ~ummarise the main 
findings. 

Briefly, the work has shown the technical 
feasibility of the process: there don't 
appear to be any practical obstacles to 
setting up a pyrolyscr ne~'l to a power 
~talion , extracting tht' tar, and burning the 
char and gases in the power station A 
20-kg-per-hour pilot plant has operated for 
long periods on bituminous. sub·bitumin· 
ous. and brown col!IS. lts performance was 
Slll1ilnr to that of a labonotory version 
20 ()()() times smaller. and the scientists 
expect that a commerciul unit- involving 
a further scale-up of a similar magnitude 

to see how suitable they'd be for processing 
in existing oil refi ne ries. 

Most of their work has been on Julia 
Creek shale oil under a NERDDP-funded 
arrangement with CSR Limited. which was 
completed recently. The Julia Creek 

A ne" retorting method 

shale 
flue gas 

-would perform in much the same way. 
Moreover. in extended hydrogenation 

tests, tars from the coals have been 
successfully converted to oil or refinery· 
fccdstock grade. Data from the pi lot plant 
have been used to calculate the cost of the 
process, and here is where the major 
obstade pops up. 

Mr Jim Edwards has performed an 
economic assessment of a full-scale Dash 
pyrolysis unit onerating on high-yielding 
Millmerran sub-bituminous coa l (which 
gives 25% oil recovery) . Hb general conclu· 
sion is that the oi l from flash pyrolysis costs 
about the snme as that obtained from coal 
hydrogenation , Fischcr- Tropsch synthesis , 
or solvent-refining - $80-100 a barrel at 
mid-1980s prices. 

As the figures arc 3-4 times greater than 
the cost of natural crude oil, there is little 
incentive to con•ider building a •ynfucls 
plant. 

Nevertheless. circumstances may 
change. and some scientific .. uy important 
facts emerged from the flnsh pyrolysis 
study. Some ex a m pies follow. 

TiLE TAR 

The optimum tar yield occurred when the 
pulverised coal wa> heated at 60()•C for 
about half a second. The tar vapours were 
swept out of the reactor in the fluidising 
gas , quenched , and collected. The tar was 
pumped directly to a coniin~•ous hydrogen· 
at ion unit for upgrading to oil . 

Interestingly , the major factordctcrmin· 
ing the yield of tar - for bituminous and 
sub·bituminous coals of any origin - was 
simply the coal's hydrogen : carbon ratio. 

deposit , at 70 litres of oil per tonne , 
contains proved reserves of 2000 million 
barrels. comparable with Bass Strait 's. 

However, Juli a Creek shale oil is aroma
tic, meaning it has a low hydrogen:carbon 
ratio (1·4: 1). This is fine for producing 

od 

! nuidisttl-~d c;ombus-tor fluidtscd·bcd retort 

air 

steam <team 

;,hale ash 

spent shutc 

Yields varied from 10 to 40% , depending 
on the coal. 

The tars are aromatic, high-boiling-point 
materials , solid at room temperature. that 
contain nitrogen, oxygen, and su lfur; they 
also contain quantities of fine solids carried 
over from the pyrolyscr. These characteris· 
tics, plus their ready tendency to form coke 
on hydrogenation catalysts, make them 
hard to hand le. They need to be hydrogen· 
atcd to make them ~uitable as a refinery 
fcedstock and. unless special hydrogena
tion •ystcms arc used, fou ling of the 
cata lyst is inevitable. 

Those arc tough requirements. but with 
the help of Dr Peter Wailes and hts 
colleagu~ at the ('StRO Division of Chcm· 
icals and Polymers. the team d~;~veloped a 
catalytic hydrogenator that an~wcn:d these 
needs. lt's a slurry-phase reactor in which 
the tars are vigorously mixed, at 14 MPa 
and about 460"C. with hydrogen nnd a 
simple cheap (throwaway) cata lyst - sui· 
fidcd red mud, a by-product of bauxite 
refining. 

The result was a synthetic crude oil - a 
high-volatility liquid that , without further 
treatment. could be distilled into petrol. 
kerosene. lllld diesel fractions. No coking 
was evident . 

T HE CHA R 

After the powdered coal is pyrolyscd. the 
products aro: first passed. still hot (SSO"C), 
through a bigh-cW.ciency cyclone to sera· 
rate out most of the char. The chur 
represents abou t 50% of the origina l dry 
a•h·frec coni. Even when the char is used 
to supply all the process heat, hydrogen. 

petrol, which is a highly aromatic product , 
bu t not so good for kerosene Uet fuel) and 
diesel, wh ich need to be low in aromat ic 
compout1d,. Lots o f hydrogen would need 
to be added to produce these latter fractions 
in refineries. 

Dr Fookcs found another drawback of 
Julia Creek shale oil - it~ high levcb of 
sulfur (4·9%). nitrogen ( l · L%). and the 
metals arsenic (26 p.p.m.) and va nadium 
( 184 p.p.m.) . Sulfur and nitrogen would 
need to be removed by hyd rotrca tmcnt , 
but the metals would readi ly poison the 
hydrotrcating catalysts. A Julia Creek 

Or Dung's idea for retorting oil shnle relies 
on blowing I be shale through horizontal 
tubes surrounded by a hot nuidised bed or 
burning spent shale. In this wuy. shule is 
pyrolysed without contacting ash -
preventing a considerable loss of oil. 



This rig ror Dash p) rOI)6is~1udies can, each 
bour' turn 20 kg or coal into char and lllr. 

and electrical energy, a sub~tantial surplu~ 
of it still rcmams 

The simplest an~wer ~~ to bum 1t m a 
power-station boiler. The CStRO scientists 
have burnt chars 111 a pilot-scale pulvcnsed
fuel combustor and found that they bum 

Coal can keep us going ror a long time; our 
petroleum can' t , unless m11jor new 
di~ooveries are mntle. Shale oil can make 
a substantial contribution. 

How long " Ill they Jnst'! 

primnr)' Au~trnhnn numbc!r 
and u~ of Y"·'"' 

SCCOOIIJI) Jq8'-IW Ulthl\ 
reserve' (PJ perycnrl rote 

(PJ) 

coal 3 174 !1117 1241 25·11t 

<ltal< oil 1'3 180 1111 .. tlungtiM\: 

petroleum ·~ 733 12115 15 

natural g., Sll620 41<'1 t21l 

without problems. The case with which 
they burnt differed little from that of their 
parent coal. 

DIFFERENT APPROACHES 

Flash pyrolysis can be used to make more 
than just liquid fuels. With funds from the 
Au~tralian Aluminium Development 

refinery, processing 100 000 barrels of raw 
oil a day , would annually accumulate more 
than 1000 tonnes of metals on the working 
cata lyst. 

Fortunately, vanadium and other metals 
tend to accumulate in the heavy oil fraction 
{boiling point greater than 4500C) so this 
stream could be diverted (say. to make 
coke) or returned to the retort. Dr Fookes 
and his CSR collaborators were able to 
produce specification-quality unleaded pet
rol , diesel, and aviation fuel. 

Alternatively, if a refinery wanted a 
substitute crude from which it could make 
whatever it liked, the only problem would 
be a slightly higher cost . Basically. all that's 
needed is a two-stage bydrotreatrnent of 
the whole oil, followed by removal of the 
naphtha (boiling pointless than I75"C) and 
funhcr upgrading of the remainder. 

Council, c·suw and C'omalco built a ~econd 
20-kg-per-hour pyrolyscr to investigate the 
production or carbon anodes for aluminium 
smelting. 1t seems that the tars, after 
suitable cok ing. show promise in making 
the h1gh-punty carbons needed for tlus 
purpose. 

At about 900"C, tar yields arc low. but 
the yields of methane and olefin gases are 
high. Data from elevated-temperature 
operot1on have been ~bared WJth an Ameri
can chcm1cal company thnt sees the poten
tial to make chemical feedstocks in this way. 

Addmg hydrogen and a catalyst to the 
pyrolysts unit promotes the formation of a 
light. mobile tar. Thi~ hydropyrolysis 
method ha; the di:.tinct ltdvantage of 
getting hydrogen to react with other hydro
carbons at at mospheric pressure - a rare 
achievement - but, unfortunately, the 
CSIRO scientbt;, have so far achieved only 
low yields of liquids. 
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The naphtha could be refined to produce 
petrol , and the other fractions turned into 
kerosene and diesel. If syncrude was 
required. then the naphtha could be recom
bined wilh the heavier materia l and refining 
could stan from there. 

Oil shale in your petrol tnnk? One lump 
or two? 

llndrew Bell 
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